The partnership starts here.

Internships
A toolkit for organisations.
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What we
believe
Internships can be as great as all of
us want to make them.
Organisations become more dynamic by offering internships.
As employers, you get more done; the organisation benefits
from an injection of new ideas and new perspectives, there’s
the opportunity to test new projects, while shaping the future
generation of professionals.
At the same time, our students are able to put theory into
practice; they develop the skills employers tell us are vital,
such as communication, critical thinking, teamwork and
digital literacy; they gain employment prospects and develop
an awareness of workplace culture and expectations.

It’s a win/win.

Paid.

Unpaid.

It sounds cliché, but the benefits
of paying an intern outweigh
the costs. Paid internships offer
both students and employers
more flexibility in duration; you
receive greater student interest
in the positions, attract a higher
calibre of candidates and create
an environment where students
feel valued in the workplace.

An internship can be lawfully unpaid
if it is a course requirement and
approved by the university. Page 3
of this toolkit outlines the steps for
getting any internship approved at
UTS. For more information on the
legalities of unpaid internships, visit
the Fair Work website.
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The UTS
difference
Every industry is changing, rapidly. We know this. We’re
working to shape a generation of students who are prepared
for a vastly different future workforce.
Whatever the intern position, UTS has a student who is ready
to take on the challenge.

Disciplines
Architecture

Built
Environment

Business

Design

Engineering

Health

Communication

Creative
Intelligence &
Innovation

Science

Information
Technology

Law

Transdisciplinary
Innovation
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Find your
match
01

Start with the role.

02

• Create a position description; include key tasks,
intended skills development or outcomes.

• Register your organisation once, accept the terms
& conditions and post your internship position.

• State duration of the internship and
application details.

• If the position is unpaid, UTS will need to check it
meets course requirements.

• See Writing A Strong Advertisement For

• UTS can take care of payroll, award interpretation,
superannuation, tax and insurance. See Intern
Connect for more information.

Students for some tips

03

Register on
UTS CareerHub.

Advertise. Recruit.
Start the experience.
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Let us help you.

• Once approved, your position will be live to
students.

• We have a whole team ready to help you find the
perfect intern for your organisation.

• UTS can help with short-listing and recruitment
for paid positions.

• See how you can help to ensure the internship
experience is a positive one for all involved in the
next section.
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When is the best time to
take on a UTS intern?
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We want our students to be able
to contribute to your organisation
in a meaningful way. We also
know that sometimes it’s handy
to have some guidance for how to
make this happen.
Here it is.

Induct the intern into the organisation - introduce them to
staff, provide a workplace tour and information on breaks,
office facilities, systems, work hours and dress code.
Allocate a mentor/supervisor to the intern.
On-board the intern at a reasonable pace.

Inspire
Success

Don’t expect the intern to arrive knowing all the skills
needed to get the job done- identify and provide any
reasonable training/support.
Ensure activities provide structured and relevant learning
opportunities.
Include your intern in staff meetings and planning sessions.
Ensure the supervisor regularly checks-in and provides
feedback throughout the experience.
Make the intern feel like a part of the team (a coffee or lunch
goes a long way).
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Let’s
talk
Have more
questions?

We’ve got a whole team ready
to help. Get in touch with
UTS Careers and let us help
you find your next star.

wehire@uts.edu.au
+61 2 9514 1471
interns.uts.edu.au
Employer Newsletter
@utscareers
@utscareers

